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who iS The SaSkaTchewan 
environmenTal SocieTy? 

The Saskatchewan Environmental Society has been the organization working on 
environmental issues in the province for the past 50 years.

SES began life in 1970 as a totally volunteer-run, local Saskatoon organization – this at a 
time when there was no such thing as a provincial Ministry of Environment; no Environment 
Canada.

Our initial focus was protection of the Saskatoon riverbank from commercial development. 
The dedication of those early SES volunteers wishing to protect our riparian areas and the 
water ecosystem, ultimately resulted in the creation of the Meewasin Valley Authority. As 
the need to address broader environmental issues soon became obvious, the Saskatoon 
Environmental Society became the Saskatchewan Environmental Society, with a province-
wide mandate.

Over the past many years, SES has grown into a charity with members all over the province 
and beyond, and has been able to hire a small part-time staff to work with our volunteers 
on a wide range of issues including sustainable agriculture and forestry, renewable energy 
generation, protection of our water sources, and preservation of important wild spaces and 
habitat. 

our miSSion & STyle of working

Our mandate is to work towards a world in which all needs can be met in sustainable ways.

For the past 50 years, the SES has been building a sustainable future by doing research, 
providing sought after insight, and developing programs and rational solutions. SES has 
established a reputation for sound science, good management, civility, and an ability to 
work collaboratively.

A lot of our work towards building a sustainable future has been in helping to evaluate 
environmental policy on a wide variety of issues such as climate solutions, forestry and 
pesticides, and in varied scope from helping engage citizens in climate-friendly practices to 
contributing comments and expertise to Canadian environmental law development and 
changes. 

In addition to building a sustainable future, SES has also helped people live sustainable 
lives in our programs to help citizens reduce toxins and conserve precious resources such 
as energy and water in their homes, gardens, businesses, institutions, and organizations. 
Again our work is varied and diverse. We work with students to develop campaigns in their 
schools to use less water and conserve energy, and we brought 100% solar-powered electric 
vehicles to a public car-share program in Saskatoon— Canada’s first. Our “Stuff I Can Do” 
resource helps people to adopt climate-friendly behaviours at home and at work. 

Our day-to-day operating funds come from our members and donors with some support 
from foundations, corporate sponsorships, and our fee-for-service programs. We do not 
receive any core funding from government.

We respectfully acknowledge that our work in Saskatchewan spans Treaties 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 
10, and our office is located in Saskatoon on Treaty 6 territory, the traditional land of Cree 
peoples and homeland of the Métis Nation.
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Read about the first quarter century of the Saskatchewan 
Environmental Society (1970-1995) in our special 25-Year 
Anniversary publication at www.environmentalsociety.cawww.environmentalsociety.ca  
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Thank you to Terry Harley for reviewing 25-years worth of SES newsletters 
in order to create the list of highlights for our second quarter century! 



1996
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• Destination Conservation Saskatchewan (DCS) – at this point we were in three years of what 
becomes a 30-year project. DCS helps Saskatchewan school divisions conserve energy, water 
and resources, save money, and be environmentally-friendly. The financial savings from energy 
and water conservation in a school year are reinvested into retrofits in the following year, thus 
achieving increasingly greater conservation without having to secure substantial amounts of 
upfront capital. Technical and educational assistance are provided by SES. Over the first three 
years, with a varying number of schools involved, the participating school divisions saved nearly a 
quarter million dollars.

• SES assesses the disposal concepts of high-level nuclear waste and contends that information 
currently available cannot demonstrate that it is possible to safely dispose of high-level nuclear 
wastes in any way which would not require on-going care from future generations.

• SES continues to assess forestry management plans.
• SES assesses environmental impact assessment for uranium mines at Cigar Lake & McArthur River.
• SES makes presentations on various environmental issues, such as grasslands ecology, nuclear 

energy and uranium mining, forest management, and general environmental sustainability, 
to elementary and high schools, University of Saskatchewan classes, Brightwater Education 
Camp, the Northern Saskatchewan Children’s Festival, Senate committees, and more.

• Community Animation Project – SES hosts roundtables on Healthy Ecosystems in communities 
throughout Saskatchewan. Participants discussed the linkages between individual concerns, 
community issues, and how the health of the ecosystem is affected by actions in a variety of 
sectors that also have an impact on the health of individuals and communities.

• Hike, Bike, & Bus Week (HBB) encourages sustainable transportation through a variety of 
community activities and challenges (includes lesson plans for teachers and a city-wide bike 
parade). HBB becomes a 10-year project lasting from 1996 to 2006.
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1997
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHTS

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES investigates concerns by Kelvington-area residents about the disposal of manure by hog barn 
managers in their area. We learn there are no environmental assessments and a lack of regulation 
of such enterprises. SES meets with government representatives to request that new large hog 
operations be reviewed under the Environmental Assessment Act. SES holds a public forum to 
bring together those involved in the development and promotion of the hog industry, researchers, 
government regulatory agencies, NGOs and people from affected communities, so they can 
share information, concerns, and work toward solutions. 

• At a well-attended press conference called by SES, a summary of a provincial government study 
on Municipal Drinking Water Quality in Saskatchewan was released. The 1995 study showed that 
only 75% of Saskatchewan’s population is served by community water supplies that meet the 
province’s Municipal Drinking Water Objectives. The province does not have enforceable drinking 
water quality standards, only objectives which need not be adhered to. The ensuing publicity led 
to considerable discussion about the most effective way to improve the situation.

• SES coordinates Canadian Environmental Network’s National Forest Caucus’s response to the 
5-year report on the Canadian Model Forest initiative.

• SES joins several groups at a press conference on April 29 to support the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 
Canada’s national Endangered Spaces Campaign report card. Saskatchewan’s grade is a 
dismal “F.”

• SES participates in hearings of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency Panel on the 
Used Fuel Nuclear Disposal Concept. We note an inability of the AECL to adequately deal with 
the question of the disposal and containment of nuclear wastes far into the future. 

• SES made presentations, met with government officials, and conducted media interviews on 
various environmental issues such as: vermicomposting, waste, energy conservation, climate 
change, forestry, endangered spaces, energy and atmosphere, National Wildlife week, Clean Air 
Commute Day, and more.

• SES organizes workshops for the Prince Albert Grand Council. Participants are teachers from First 
Nations schools throughout northern Saskatchewan. Issues include energy management and 
options, sustainable development, and composting.

• SES holds a workshop about the nature and extent of oil and gas development in Saskatchewan, 
and the resulting potential environmental impacts.

• SES supports the development of the provincial government’s proposal to protect habitats for 
wildlife in a new Representative Areas Network (RAN).

• The provincial Department of Environment and Resources Management asks SES to undertake a 
critical review on how to deal with liability for polluted sites.

• SES issues a press release expressing disappointment with the provincial government’s decision to 
approve the McArthur River Uranium Mine development. The Panel reviewing the proposal had 
recommended that the radioactive tailings from the mine should be monitored “in perpetuity.” 
No such plan was put forward and no assurance of sufficient money set aside to make this 
possible. SES says, “Future generations will measure the Provincial Government’s decision to 
mine McArthur River, not on the basis of the revenue it creates today, but on the basis of the 
environmental risks it leaves them to deal with.”
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1998
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES guides the City of North Battleford on energy conservation initiatives over a 2-year period. The 
first year of the project achieved $18,000 of savings. In the second year, the City saved $44,000 in 
utility bills in eleven municipal buildings. These savings represent a 15% reduction in electrical use 
and a 17% reduction in natural gas use. 

• Between 1991 and 1997, Saskatchewan school divisions working with Destination Conservation 
saves close to $400,000 and reduced carbon dioxide emissions by about 3,300 tonnes. 

• SES joins other groups around the world in calling upon our respective governments to end all 
policies and practices which would allow or encourage the use of plutonium in nuclear power 
reactors.

• SES begins a regular spot on the CTV News at Noon program, providing environmental tips for the 
public. This goes on until 2017 – almost 20 years!

• SES makes presentations on various environmental issues: global warming, Kyoto protocol, 
uranium, sustainability and engineering, environment and health, and Multilateral Agreement on 
Investment, to the U of S, various schools, at earth day events, children’s festival, RM of Corman 
Park, and more.

• SES issues its 1998 Earth Day Report on April 22. We urge provincial and federal politicians to 
commit to reducing greenhouse gases to 6% below 1990 levels by the measuring period of 2008 
to 2012. 

• SES, along with others, calls on the Prime Minister to end a decade of Canadian inaction on 
climate change. SES demands a meeting with the PM to discuss the urgent need for the federal 
government to rapidly implement an initial set of actions to help Canada meet its international 
commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

• SES hosts a Kyoto Action meeting with people from around the province who are engaged in the 
use of energy efficiency and alternative energy initiatives as tools for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions in Saskatchewan. The goal is to explore opportunities for collaboration and to develop 
recommendations for measures which would facilitate greater activity in this area. The meeting 
is supported by Saskatchewan Energy and Mines and Saskatchewan Environment and Resource 
Management.
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1999
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES becomes involved in a new initiative, Global Forest Watch (GFW), a program of the World 
Resources Institute. SES compiles the data for their first State of the Forest Report which aims to 
provide the public with information about our forests in ways that will allow for improved decision-
making, development practices and conservation of Canada’s forest. 

• SES’s previous work on sustainable communities led to the development of an interactive 
community sustainability website which enables communities to access a great variety of data 
sources and tools for eco-efficient planning. Several federal departments and many community-
based organizations are involved.

• SES is represented at a workshop organized by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the 
Environment (CCME) at which proposals intended to make the regulation of hazardous waste 
more efficient and more uniform across Canada are discussed.

• Various presentations on: climate change and adaptation, biotechnology, environment and 
health, to U of S, Sask Mining Association, conferences, Earth Day events, children’s festivals, and 
more.

• SES works with the Friendship Inn, a soup kitchen and social service centre in downtown 
Saskatoon, to improve the energy and water efficiency of the Inn’s building. The cost of materials 
used for the retrofit will be about $3,000 while the estimated savings will be about $2,600 a year, a 
good rate of payback on investment. 

• SES, in conjunction with the City of Saskatoon’s Electrical Branch and the U of S’s Continuing 
Education Division hold Homewise – a one-day workshop for homeowners to learn where to start 
assessing home energy needs, how to choose the right renovation materials, and planning long-
term energy savings. 

• SES collaborates with the Saskatoon Child Hunger and Education Program to co-sponsor 
Saskatchewan’s first Seedy Saturday, to encourage people to conserve, preserve and enhance 
the diversity of open-pollinated plants. 
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2000
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHTS

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES board and staff members meet with provincial cabinet members. Two main issues of 
discussion: the protection of the Cypress Hills from petroleum development, and the need for 
provincial action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

• Following presentations from SES and others, the Department of Energy and Mines put a 
temporary moratorium on new oil and gas development in the ecologically sensitive Cypress 
Hills area. However, because it had already been approved, the Cypress 2000 seismic project 
continues, with local ranchers finding ecological damage resulting from the work, with no on-site 
monitoring in evidence from the government. During the temporary moratorium on lease sales, 
the government is carrying out a very preliminary land study to identify areas to be excluded 
from development. Their criteria are decidedly inadequate. SES requests a comprehensive land 
use plan for the region. The Minister of Energy and Mines says government is prepared to allow 
whatever time is needed to develop the land-use plan before further development takes place 
and that no further seismic exploration is anticipated.

• On climate change, SES points out a recent poll which showed 80% of Saskatchewan people 
believe that human activities are causing climate change and the majority believe it is having a 
negative effect on this province. Emissions in Saskatchewan are currently 30% higher than in 1990, 
while the Kyoto agreement requires Canada to reduce emission levels to 6% below those of 1990 
between 2008 and 2012. SES warns against using “carbon sinks” as there are several problems with 
this proposal. SES suggests the province increase the energy efficiency of low-income and assisted 
housing which would both save money on energy bills and improve the comfort of the housing. 
Also SES urges the Cabinet to make a commitment to buying a fixed percentage of electricity 
used in provincial buildings from renewable sources. 

• SES writes to the provincial government regarding the Weyerhaeuser Plan and Public Review 
Process, pointing out several inadequacies and asks the Minister of Environment to call for a full 
inquiry into this development under the Environmental Assessment Act.

• Saskatchewan’s Department of Environment and Resource Management asks SES to do a 
preliminary gathering of information on the potential for energy conservation in public buildings in 
northern Saskatchewan.

• SES participates in the legislated five-year review of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.
• SES hosts indoor air quality workshops.
• SES’s Pesticide Committee works to reduce pesticide exposure, having produced information 

sheets on organic gardening and how to care for lawns without pesticides.

• SES reviews the files on the contaminated site of the old IPCO herbicide plant on the Saskatoon 
riverbank, as new plans are being developed for the clean-up of the site. SES finds an alarming 
lack of clear information about historic disposal of both herbicide materials and mercury on the 
site. 

• The SES website receives the Cool Canuck Site Award which promotes “sites with quality 
Canadian content, and give the opportunity to Canadian sites across our great country, to be 
viewed and shared by all.”
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2001
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES creates a report called “Poisoning the Prairies” regarding the creation and disposal of 
hazardous wastes in Saskatchewan. SES uncovers that the government collects paperwork 
on approximately two-thirds of the province’s wastes; however, nobody actually looks at this 
information, let alone enters it into a database. The paperwork is stored in a government 
basement in Regina. Thus, enforcement of legislation is very difficult and nearly non-existent. 

• SES and Nature Saskatchewan apply for and receive standing at a Commission of Inquiry to look 
into and report on the circumstances that led to the contamination of North Battleford’s water 
supply in the spring. We hope the inquiry will provide a broader context of the environmental 
aspects of the issue and that our involvement will help to ensure public drinking water is safe for 
present and future generations.

• SES and the Saskatoon Public Library co-sponsor a series of public presentations. Topics include: 
Toxic Substances, Waste Management Strategies for the City of Saskatoon, Garbage: Who 
Pays?, Energy Conservation and Alternative Energy: Saskatchewan Government Strategies and 
Opportunities to Save Money, and Pesticides. As of our 50th Anniversary, the Sustainable Speakers 
Series is still going on 19 years later.

• SES joins a group of ENGOs, steel industry representatives, and provincial and federal environment 
officials to provide input into the development of national standards for the release of dioxins and 
furans from industrial steel-making plants. 

• Prince Albert National Park begins a management review. SES members attended consultation 
meetings and realize a small, but very vocal minority may be influential enough to direct future 
park management away from its mandate of ecological integrity. As a result, SES and Canadian 
Parks & Wilderness Society (CPAWS) hold a meeting for their members to discuss conservation 
issues with Park management. 

• Evolving from SES’s retrofit project at Saskatoon’s Friendship Inn, the Saskatoon Credit Union (now 
called Affinity Credit Union) and SES work together to make it easier for non-profit organizations to 
reduce their utility expenditures through energy conservation. The Credit Union sets up a loan fund 
which can be accessed by non-profits, while SES completes an energy audit of the non-profit’s 
facilities and provides information on how they can save money and resources. As of our 50th 
Anniversary this project, Efficiency for Organizations, has been operating 19 years.

• In an effort to reduce pesticide usage in urban yards, SES surveys 500 households in Saskatoon, 
focusing on attitudes and behaviours regarding use of common household pesticides and 
herbicides. SES provides up-to-date, reliable information on the potential negative effects of the 
use of such products, both on the environment and on people’s health. SES then does a follow-up 
survey with households to see if the information and support led to any change in biocide use. 
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2002
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES’s “Rural Environmental Advocacy Project” allows us to provide support services for individuals 
and community groups in rural and small-town Saskatchewan who seek action on local, 
environmental concerns. SES helps groups in Minton, Cypress Hills, Great Sand Hills, Tisdale, and 
Hudson Bay determine and research issues, build contacts and connections, search for avenues 
of action, and help develop advocacy skills. 

• The Ann Coxworth Environmental Fund was launched. The Fund has received $10,995 in 
contributions, of which this anonymous donor will match $10,000 in addition to their original 
$15,000 donation. The Fund is used for special projects related to SES environmental leadership 
development.

• Environment Canada crosses the country holding Vehicle Emission Clinics. SES hosted the 
Saskatoon stop.

• In May, 22 Saskatchewan businesses and organizations join with SES in a press conference calling 
on the federal government to announce Canadian ratification of the Kyoto agreement. The 
federal government was expected to release its plan for its Kyoto strategy in early October.

• SES prepares two factsheets on alternate opportunities for sustainable economic development in 
northern communities, one on Ecotourism, and another on Non-Timber Forest Products.
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2003
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• For eight years during the 1990s, SES was an active participant in the environmental assessment 
review of a proposal by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL) to bury used nuclear fuel. The 
review panel concluded that it cannot recommend approval of the AECL proposal. In 2003, 
part of the federal government’s response was to create the Nuclear Waste Management 
Organization (NWMO). The NWMO created an advisory team, of which SES is a part, whose task 
is to create a range of potential scenarios that might provide the context for managing nuclear 
wastes during the next 25, 175, 500, and 10,000 years. The sheer impossibility of predicting what 
the world will be like in thousands of years is challenging. SES has always taken the position that 
the first priority in dealing with management of nuclear wastes is to stop creating more of them. 
But the need for some kind of system for handling existing wastes over the very long term is 
undeniable.

• SES and partners host “Boreal Majesty – An Evening for Canada’s Northern Forests,” a slide show 
and speaking tour by two noted science writers and photographers.

• SES and partners arrange for Dr. Elizabeth Guillette to speak in Saskatoon and Regina about 
“Toxic Legacies: The Effects of Pesticide Exposure on Children.” Dr Guillette studied children in 
Mexico and found evidence that children with pesticide exposure had impaired nervous system 
development.

• SES partners with Environment & Transport Canada to hold Vehicle Emissions Inspection Clinics. 
Vehicles are tested by SES to help drivers reduce air pollutants. 

• SES launches the Hike & Bike challenge to help people adopt sustainable transportation options. 

• SES produces a report entitled, “When the Oilpatch Comes to Your Backyard” that summarizes 
legal and regulatory information and other resources available to Saskatchewan landowners who 
may be impacted by petroleum exploration and development.

• SES works to protect the Great Sand Hills as zoning changes removes protection from the most 
environmentally-sensitive areas from industrial development.  

• A report “The Case Against Overhead Pesticide Spraying in The Townsite of Waskesiu Lake, Prince 
Albert National Park of Canada” is published by SES. It concludes that such spraying does not fit 
with Parks Canada policy and has significant health and environmental implications. 
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2004
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• The provincial government-appointed committee that was reviewing the Great Sand Hills Land 
Use Strategy published a draft report and recommendations. While the report recommends that 
the size of protected areas be tripled, there is no provision for maintaining the protection of the 
environmentally-sensitive lands currently protected from industrial development by municipal 
zoning bylaws. SES critiques the report and raises several points to achieve protection of this 
unique ecosystem.

• SES creates a new factsheet called “Climate Change and Saskatchewan Forests” which contains 
in-depth information on forest adaptation strategies to climate change. Solutions suggested 
include emissions reduction and adaptation.

• The SES Pesticide Committee co-sponsors “Green Thumb, Green Planet,” presentations in 
Saskatoon and Regina by Carole Rubin, author of “How to Get Your Lawn & Garden Off Drugs.” 
The presentations are so well attended that there is only standing room at both events.

• SES pilots a program to help small storefront-style businesses reduce their energy consumption 
by providing preliminary energy assessments of six businesses (three in Saskatoon and three in a 
small community near Saskatoon), and present findings to the management and/or staff of the 
business.

• The National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy’s quarterly plenary session takes 
place in Regina. SES is invited to be part of a panel presentation to the Round Table members 
and staff. The topic was “Current and emerging energy issues in Saskatchewan.” Along with 
spokespeople from SaskPower, Cameco, the Petroleum Technology Research Centre and the bio-
energy industry, SES makes a short presentation and participates in a half-day of discussion with 
Round Table members on such topics as electrical energy supply options, energy efficiency and 
greenhouse gas management, utility rates, and the future role of nuclear power.
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2005
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES launches Building Operator Training, a program that provides custodians, maintenance 
personnel and building operators with information on energy conservation principles, new 
technologies, and facility retrofits that will save energy and money in their facility. As of our 50th 
Anniversary, this program has been operating for 15 years!

• SES partners with others to operate the “Road Map 2020” project. The project engages the City of 
Saskatoon, University of Saskatchewan, local rural municipalities, schools boards, health regions, 
and the business and Indigenous communities to recognize the many social, environmental, and 
economic issues around creating sustainable communities. 

• SES and partners organize a two-day tornado of climate action presentations in Saskatoon and 
Regina by Elizabeth May, of the Sierra Club of Canada. The aim is to build public awareness of 
the Montreal Climate Conference, and the importance of this event in Canada’s history.

• Following a report that Canada is going to be significantly off from the Kyoto targets, SES, along 
with other conservation organizations, writes to the Prime Minister urging him to give highest 
priority to the announcement and implementation of a credible package of effective initiatives 
to ensure Canada complies with the Kyoto Protocol’s greenhouse gas reduction targets.

celebrating 50 years of environmental protection
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2006
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES begins a six-year household engagement project that helps Saskatonians reduce pesticide 
usage in their lawns and gardens. The project provides targeted information for specific pests and 
obtains commitment from thousands of households to go pesticide-free. 

• One of SES’s key priorities in forest protection is to ensure forestry companies become certified by 
the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), an independent, non-profit organization which has created 
criteria for forestry that endeavours to ensure sustainable forest management. Working with SES, 
Mistik Management, a forestry company in north-western Saskatchewan, agrees to undertake the 
process of FSC certification.

• SES and the Mendel Art Gallery in Saskatoon partner to raise awareness about the environment 
and artfully living by adopting a neighbourhood in Saskatoon. Community Associations submitted 
applications and Caswell Park is the neighbourhood chosen. A Mendel artist-in-residence works 
on a legacy project and neighbourhood residents receive a free Mendel tour and membership. 
SES conducts eco-friendly workshops and projects with the neighbourhood. An Eco-Fair is held 
behind the Mendel Art Gallery. The guest speaker is Winona LaDuke, a writer and activist from the 
USA on Indigenous environmental issues.

• SES begns a fundraising dinner called Sustainable Gourmet that helps connect local and mainly 
organic food producers and consumers in support of SES’s work. This event runs for another 10 
years.

• SES organizes free, interactive climate change workshops for Grade 4 to 8 students. The 
workshops cover the basics of climate, the causes and effects of Climate Change and the link 
to transportation choices. SES receives requests from over 60 classes. Students and teachers alike 
find that acting out the greenhouse effect on the earth helped them better understand the issues 
related to climate change.

• SES’s program to reduce engine idling outside Saskatoon schools results in a big reduction in the 
number of vehicles idling. In addition, the students learn how to run a project and how they can 
each make a difference in their communities. 

• During the 1980s and early 1990s, there was debate in Saskatchewan as to whether or not we 
should adopt nuclear power as part of our electricity supply system. A comprehensive study by 
the Saskatchewan Energy Conservation and Development Authority demonstrated that the 
nuclear option does not make sense economically. In 2006, SES contributed to the debate with a 
four-page flyer entitled “Would Nuclear Power Be a Good Choice for Saskatchewan.”
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2007
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• A new, 48-page SES report called “Towards a Sustainable Energy Strategy” outlines strategic 
directions for a move towards a sustainably-fueled Saskatchewan. The report examines the 
implications of sustainability for renewable energy, the role of energy in a “green and prosperous 
economy,” and the barriers that have been blocking progress. SES creates the report to serve as 
an encouragement to decision-makers to take seriously the potential we have in this province to 
become leaders in energy sustainability.

• On water issues, SES 
 » held a major conference on dams, irrigation and water use; 
 » created a critique of Agrivision’s “Water Wealth” report; and 
 » we developed a brochure called, “People are Asking: Does Saskatchewan Need More 

Dams?” in response to a proposed large dam on the North Saskatchewan River

• SES launches a new energy conservation program, “Energy Awareness Training: Helping You 
Become More Energy Efficient at Work.” The program offers information to building occupants 
and staff in two-hour seminars to learn how 5 to 10% energy savings can be achieved through 
changes and awareness. 

• SES has completed three years of the Energy Conservation for Small Businesses program. A total of 
21 small businesses have benefitted from this program, averaging a 9% reduction in energy use. 
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2008
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES is thrilled when Mistik Management Ltd. achieves the certification of its Forest Management 
Agreement area to the Forest Stewardship Council’s (FSC) certification, the first FSC certified 
forest lands in Saskatchewan. The FSC is an international organization that brings the forestry 
industry, environmentalists and First Nations together to find solutions which promote responsible 
stewardship of the world’s forests. Its product label allows consumers to recognize products that 
support the growth of responsible forest management worldwide. SES worked with Mistik for more 
than three years in their efforts to achieve FSC certification.

• SES hosts forums in Saskatoon and Prince Albert on the impact of Alberta oil sands airborne 
pollution on northern Saskatchewan’s ecosystems. The focus of the forums is acid rain, its 
dissemination, and its effects on the environment. SES emphasizes the need for the Saskatchewan 
government to launch a comprehensive monitoring program to measure acid rain impacts, and 
that the most important strategy should be to prevent damage occurring in the first place.

• Destination Conservation Saskatchewan programs are delivered to 32 schools across the 
province, helping students and staff save energy, conserve water and reduce waste, while at 
the same time saving money. Behavioral changes alone can create energy savings of 5 to 10%. 
Schools from Living Sky School Division, the Greater Saskatoon Catholic School Division, and the 
Saskatoon Public School Division participate. 

• The region of Saskatchewan north and west of the Clearwater River has been identified as an 
extension of the Alberta oil sands resource, and extensive exploration has started. SES requests 
access to a baseline study of the region by the major oil sands developer and is denied. SES calls 
for a freeze on the issuing of further exploration permits until a regional strategic environmental 
assessment had been carried out. This type of assessment would examine the potential impacts of 
the whole policy, program, or plan to conduct oil sands development in the region.
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2009
BIGGEST HIGHLIGHTS

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES and partners release a new report: “Carbon Copy: Preventing Oil Sands Fever in 
Saskatchewan.” The report recommends that oil sands development should be paused 
immediately, and outlines key steps that would be required to ensure any oil sands development 
proceeds responsibly. The Carbon Copy report attracts wide media attention from across the 
country. 

• SES issues a press release calling on the provincial government to exempt lands that merit 
protected status, such as the Dillon-Vermette site in north-western Saskatchewan, from further oil 
sands exploration and development. 

• A news release issued by SES about new monitoring data on rainfall in northern Saskatchewan 
and recent research on the acid sensitivity of soils in the area, forms the basis for a story published 
by the Globe and Mail. It reports that there is an urgent need for federal and provincial action to 
control Alberta oil sands pollution. SES says Saskatchewan should put a regional cap on emissions 
from oil sands production, as many northern lakes are at risk. 

• When two proposed potash mining developments force re-consideration of the problems 
associated with the huge salt tailings piles that remain on the surface beside the mines after 
the ore is processed, SES asks for a thorough study of disposing of the tailings in the mined-out 
underground areas rather than storing them on the surface. The companies involved say this is 
not economically feasible. SES then asks the Minister of Environment for a study of the option of 
underground tailings disposal before any decision is made. 

• SES investigation discovers that neither water withdrawals nor return flows to rivers are being 
measured in the province for some industries such as agriculture and oil recovery, and that 
only those industries charged for water withdrawals are required to report on their use. There is 
a real need for a comprehensive province-wide study on water use and availability that takes 
ecosystems into account.

• SES raises concerns when Bruce Power releases a study identifying the area on the North 
Saskatchewan river between Lloydminster and Prince Albert as the best location for a nuclear 
facility. A resolution passed by 95% of the ratepayers in these communities opposes a nuclear 
reactor and asks the Rural Municipal council to deny building permits to Bruce Power and not to, 
in any way, facilitate the construction of a reactor in the community.

• SES responds to a Uranium Development Partnership report “Capturing the full potential of the 
uranium value chain in Saskatchewan,” stating we strongly disagree that nuclear power is an 
appropriate way to meet the province’s energy needs. Contrary to industry claims, there is not yet 
a suitable way of disposing of the highly radioactive waste from the used fuel. Better, more cost-
effective energy options are available, with jobs and economic activity that would benefit more 
communities across Saskatchewan. 

• The Government of Saskatchewan announces a program to sell 1.6 million acres of Crown land to 
current lessees at a price 10% below market value. SES writes to the Premier asking him to consider 
retaining Saskatchewan’s Crown grasslands in public ownership, as they contain half of southern 
Saskatchewan’s critical wildlife habitat. SES notes many of the lease lands in question have been 
in the hands of ranch-families for generations, whose success is a testament to a system where 
range quality and ecological services have been provided alongside family livelihoods.
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES plays an important role in the provincial government’s announcement that Saskatchewan 
would not host a nuclear reactor - a positive decision and an important victory for the 
environmental movement. Saskatchewan people have stopped a uranium refinery once and 
a nuclear reactor twice. The province now has the opportunity to develop a mix of electricity 
generation based on renewables, cheaper than a nuclear reactor, with a low greenhouse gas 
emissions mix and economic development all across Saskatchewan. SES and many hundreds of 
concerned individuals led to a decision by government not to include nuclear power among the 
options for electricity production for the next decade, and not to encourage the development of 
fuel waste storage in this province.

• An initiative of the government of Canada, with the SES as a partner, Retire Your Ride enabled 
people to get their high-polluting cars off the road and rewarded them for doing so. 

• The SES Pesticide Reduction Project receives the “Healthy Choices, Health Lifestyles” award from 
the Saskatchewan Division of the Canadian Cancer Society. The Project was credited with having 
demonstrated “leadership by their commitment to raise Saskatoon alternatives using a grassroots 
approach.”

• SES makes a presentation to approximately 70 participants from government, academia, NGOs, 
and industry who gathers to discuss sustainability issues surrounding water and energy in the 
province. The findings in SES’s research into groundwater allocations to the oil and gas industry 
and the sources of electrical generation are reported to the audience. Strategies for more 
sustainable use of water by energy industries include encouraging more use of non-potable 
groundwater, higher water charges for all water-short basins and tiered pricing for non-potable 
groundwater. 
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• On Earth Day, April 22, SES outlines an approach to provincial greenhouse gas reduction. 
Recommendations included: 
 » Set dates to phase-out coal burning power stations over the next 15 years. 
 » Replace coal with a mix of renewable energy sources and co-generation using natural gas. 
 » Introduce district heating systems using waste heat and renewable energy in urban downtown 

areas. 
 » Reduce the speed limit on our highways to 95km/h. Restore passenger rail service between 

Regina and Saskatoon. 
 » Achieve significant reduction of emissions from oil and gas wells by tightly regulating flaring 

and venting.
 » Financial incentives for purchase of super energy-efficient vehicles and auxiliary power units 

for trucks. 
 » Major investment in electricity efficiency and energy retrofits for homes and businesses. 
 » Energy efficiency codes for new building construction.

• By the end of the Retire Your Ride program, SES removes over 5,000 higher-polluting vehicles from 
Canada’s roads and ensures they were properly recycled. SES recruits 16 recyclers who were 
trained in the National Code of Practice to take part in the program and are recycling to a new 
level of environmental responsibility. 

• SES’s Saskatoon Pesticide Reduction Program completes its final season. Overall, 49% of initial 
pesticide users became pesticide-free. Of the residents that decided to use pesticides, 67% felt 
they would reduce their use or become pesticide-free in the future, and 100% of non-pesticide 
users felt they would continue their pesticide-free lawn care. 

• Scientists note the first signs of a serious acid rain problem emerging in the La Loche area, most 
likely emanating from the Alberta oil sands. SES encourages the provincial government to expand 
its acid precipitation monitoring system across northern Saskatchewan, which is now happening. 

• SES tours northwest Saskatchewan listening to northern community concerns about oil sands, 
conducting community presentations on oil sands. SES delivers workshops and make presentations 
to students and community leaders in Il-a-la-Crosse, the Clearwater River Dene Nation where the 
community has a history of struggle with the oil sands industry, and La Loche. SES meets with the 
mayor of La Loche to discuss several water-related topics including the failure of the provincial 
government to map the great underground water aquifers of northwest Saskatchewan, warning 
of the danger of moving forward with oil sands development without knowing precisely the 
locations of these aquifers. 

• SES celebrates World Water Day by hosting a number of events in Saskatoon. SES raises 
awareness of several different water quality issues in the province by writing to the Minister of 
the Environment calling for a full environmental impact assessment of an Outlook area 36,000 
head cattle operation located just 3.5 miles from the South Saskatchewan river and 500 metres 
from a drainage canal to the river. SES also arranges for a World Water Day tour of the Saskatoon 
Wastewater treatment plant for the public, and hosts a public screening of the documentary 
H2Oil to hear the stories of people living downstream of the Alberta oil sands and how that 
industry is impacting their water quality.
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19

BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES analyzes the provincial government’s 25 Year Water Security Plan for Saskatchewan. The 
Plan deals with a broad range of topics from drinking water safety and source water protection 
to irrigation, infrastructure planning and policy aimed at reducing flood damage. A major 
concern is that the government’s priority is addressing water issues in the context of economic 
growth; for example, emphasizing the water needs of proposed potash mines, irrigation projects, 
and industrial development projects in southern Saskatchewan that would require significant 
additional diversions of water into the Qu’Appelle River system from Lake Diefenbaker. SES’s 
feedback highlights the need to prioritize water ecosystem integrity, so that a sustainable 
economic development plan might be designed.

• SES responds to the federal government’s Nuclear Co-operation Agreement with the Government 
of India, which leads to uranium mined in northern Saskatchewan making its way to nuclear 
reactors in India. India consistently refuses to sign the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons, and has refused to sign and ratify the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. SES 
disagrees with Canada’s decision to allow access to Saskatchewan’s uranium supplies to 
countries that do not adhere to these important accords.

• SES begins to unravel the mysteries of the transfer of public (taxpayer) money to private 
enterprises in support of oil and gas development (i.e. fossil fuel subsidies). Industry claims that 
they need low taxes or incentive programs in order to be competitive - they like the system 
where royalty and land lease payments are set well below the value of the oil in the ground, and 
environmental services are provided for free. Oil prices misrepresent the societal cost of a barrel 
of oil extracted. Saskatchewan’s royalty rates are among the lowest in Canada. SES supports 
re-directing subsidies from the fossil fuel industry to the development of safe, renewable energy 
sources.

• SES provides information to the public and the media about TransCanada Corporation’s seeking 
of approval for a new pipeline to move oil sand produce from Alberta to the Texas Gulf coast for 
refining. 

• SES investigates the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the venting and flaring of associated 
gases in the petroleum industry, and presents recommendations for reducing pollutants from 
these practices to the Saskatchewan Petroleum Industry/Government Environmental Committee.

• SES focuses on pesticide reduction work in the City of Regina. SES provides policy analysis for 
the City to begin work on a pesticide reduction bylaw. SES continues to work with the Canadian 
Cancer Society and the Saskatchewan Lung Association on this issue.
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES launches the Boreal Water Monitoring Project - a partnership between the SES, the 
Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment, and the U of S. Students from five northern schools 
participate in workshops and water monitoring in their communities: La Ronge, Beauval, Ile-a-
la-Crosse, Buffalo Narrows, and La Loche. Workshops include local Indigenous knowledge from 
Elders, discussion and inquiry about watersheds and the issues affecting healthy water systems. 
Students learn to take water samples and do a variety of water testing, as well as sending monthly 
samples to the Saskatchewan Research Council for chemical laboratory tests. SES runs this 
program for four years.

• SES launches Spare the Air – Idling Gets You Nowhere, a project to reduce vehicle idling at 
Saskatoon elementary schools to improve local air quality, decrease emissions of carbon dioxide, 
and engage students and the school community. SES teaches students about climate change, 
environmental health and idling, and students learn the logistics of a campaign (perform a pre-
audit to determine how many drivers are idling outside their school, educate drivers about idling, 
and then perform a post-audit to see if the education campaign has had an effect on idling 
behaviour). 

• SES calls on the provincial government to ensure an Environmental Impact Study is prepared for 
a plan to build a large crude oil-by-rail terminal in Kerrobert. Concerns about this project include: 
safety since the crude oil and oil sands bitumen will likely be hauled through Saskatoon and other 
communities, the large impact the project will have on heavy truck traffic in the Kerrobert region, 
and, the fact the terminal will facilitate the export and burning of large amounts of additional oil 
sands bitumen when the International Energy Agency is urging great caution in the development 
of further carbon intensive fossil fuel reserves. 

• SES wraps up a six-year project to reduce the urban use of pesticides. SES has determined that 
90% of Saskatoon residents agree that cosmetic pesticides pollute our water supply and only 23% 
of residents surveyed felt that pesticides were needed for a beautiful lawn. 

• SES holds a press conference highlighting the world’s move toward more dangerous climate 
extremes. With regard to Saskatchewan, SES points out the steady increase in payments under 
the Provincial Disaster Assistance Program, where annual spending (adjusted for inflation and 
program changes) has jumped more than 12-fold within a decade. The press release and a full 
letter are sent to the Premier and all Members of the Legislative Assembly.

• The SES and the Western Development Museum (WDM) partner to provide grade 7 students with 
hands-on information about energy efficient homes. Students explore six displays that focus on 
water, lighting and appliances, building materials, retrofits, solar energy and a model of a net-
zero house. Students also tour the WDM’s Indigenous log home, a pioneer sod house, and an 
Eaton’s house to assess them for their energy efficiency. Students design their own energy efficient 
building with the knowledge they gain from this initiative. 

• SES meets with the new Saskatchewan Environment Minister to discuss four priority areas: (1) 
The need to take action on climate change, (2) The opportunity to prevent further loss of our 
remaining native prairie by protecting community pastures and the Great Sand Hills, (3) The need 
for good governance and science to protect water, and (4) How to prevent the same problems 
in the development of oil sands as have occurred in Alberta.
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES unveils its recommendations for moving towards a carbon-free electricity supply future for 
Saskatchewan. Appropriately titled “Yes They Can: A 2020 Vision for SaskPower,” the report 
presents a realistic scenario for sustainably meeting the province’s electricity needs through a 
variety of technical and policy approaches. 

• SES participates in the review of Cameco’s plans to partially remediate the extensive 
contamination remaining from uranium mining and milling in the Beaverlodge Lake area. SES 
considers the clean-up plans to be insufficient. Two uranium mining and milling sites whose owner/
operators have disappeared desperately need cleaning up. The costs will have to be borne 
by the federal and provincial governments. Both of these projects present major technical and 
financial challenges, difficult decisions and a reminder of the damage that has resulted from the 
historical absence of strong environmental regulation.  

• SES appears before the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission as it considers an application for a 
10-year licence for Saskatchewan Research Council’s (SRC) remediation project at the Gunnar 
uranium mine site. The project budget, originally set at $24 million, was supposed to be equally 
cost-shared by the Saskatchewan and Canadian governments. It is already seriously over-spent 
before any of the actual clean-up has taken place. The excess costs have been borne entirely by 
Saskatchewan. SES suggests that covering the unbudgeted remediation costs should be a federal 
responsibility, as the Gunnar mine was created in order to meet Canada’s commitments to supply 
uranium for nuclear weapons during the Cold War. Also, SES believes there should be further 
opportunity for public review once specific remediation plans are developed by SRC. Other issues 
raised by SES include the adequacy of water quality objectives and assumptions about future 
land-use in the region.

• The Saskatchewan Citizens’ Hearings on Climate Change hosts 36 presenters who speak about 
climate issues. SES takes the lead in preparing the final report on behalf of the organizers and 
presenters.

• SES pilots the City of Saskatoon’s Student Action for a Sustainable Future education program. 
SES works with students in grades 5 to 8, in 13 schools in Saskatoon, to develop, implement and 
showcase projects which focus on waste, water, energy, food, transportation and biodiversity, 
and learn about reducing greenhouse gas emissions around Saskatchewan. The students 
work with program partners and with experts to discover how every day decisions connect to 
sustainability.

• SES works with SaskEnergy to re-purpose a solar water heater to a deserving organization. SES 
facilitates the installation of this renewable energy technology at a Regina daycare for children 
with special needs.
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES wins $109,000 to help develop Saskatchewan’s first solar power cooperative. The SES Solar 
Co-operative allows people to invest on a relatively small-scale by buying a co-op membership 
rather than having to invest 16 to 24 times that much in a full-scale home installation. It also 
allows members, through their collective efforts, to build a solar system that has better overall 
economies of scale than would be possible on any single residential installation. And the co-op 
offers convenience with no worries for individual members about issues related to installation and 
maintenance of panels or winter snow removal from panels. Of particular note, the SES helps 
develop a set of environmental criteria for the Solar Co-op to consider when arranging for the 
purchase of solar panels. And SES develops a Renewable Energy Toolkit with many pages of 
information, templates, and samples of what is needed to develop your own renewable energy 
co-op. SES is pleased to launch this exciting legacy of renewable energy for our province! 

• SES board meets with the new provincial Minister of Environment to discuss five important 
environmental issues:
 » Biodiversity protection and expansion of protected areas in Saskatchewan.
 » Funding arrangements with Ottawa for remediation of the abandoned Gunnar uranium mine 

site on the north shore of Lake Athabasca.
 » The role of the Ministry of Environment on matters related to fracking and pesticide regulation. 
 » Environmental impact assessment policy in Saskatchewan.
 » Climate change policy and greenhouse gas emission reduction initiatives in Saskatchewan.

• SES launches the Climate Friendly Zone (CFZ) campaign in which people are asked to sign 
a commitment statement, given a CFZ decal to display, and asked to contact any level of 
government and ask them to support strong climate policy.

• In a program partnership between SES and the Saskatchewan Science Centre, schools around 
the province take action to conserve energy and water, and reduce waste, and submit their 
projects to the 25 Acts of Energy Conservation. 

• The SES hosts the province’s first Saskatchewan Living Green Expo, a festival and trade-show 
focused on living green and living sustainably. Businesses and organizations showcase our 
province’s finest environmentally-friendly products and services in health and wellness, energy 
and green building, transportation, and food and beverages. There is informative presentations 
and workshops, and an interactive KidSphere for kids to learn about the environment and green 
living while having fun. 

• SES launches “Stuff I Can Do,” a new section of the SES website which provides over 200 concrete 
actions to take to reduce our climate impact, as well as information on the effectiveness of those 
actions, and most importantly, how to get started. 
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• Despite our steadfast support for renewable energy, SES finds itself in the odd position of needing 
to stop an ill-planned wind energy project. The project’s location north and west of Chaplin 
places it squarely amidst five high priority bird-conservation areas. SES is well aware of the thorny 
issue of bird mortalities arising from collisions with wind turbines, and Saskatchewan’s eight species 
of bats are similarly vulnerable. After several interventions from SES and others, the SK Minister of 
Environment rejects this location for wind energy. SES’s loud and clear response is that, while much 
in favour of renewable energy, it is not in favour of ill-conceived renewable energy.

• The SES Solar Co-operative announces the largest solar power installation built to date in the 
Saskatoon Light & Power district is now up and running with the installation of 90 solar panels on 
the roof of The Two Twenty Building in Saskatoon. SES is pleased to have driven this initiative. 

• A rupture in a Husky Energy oil pipeline puts the drinking water of 70,000 Saskatchewan residents 
at risk, and exposes a lax regulatory system governing oil pipelines in the province. SES files a 
comprehensive set of recommendations with the Province to improve oil pipeline management 
and safety.

• After reviewing the Global Agreement on Climate Change from the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change meeting, SES prepares a comprehensive outline of how 
Saskatchewan could meet its share of Canada’s greenhouse gas reduction commitments. 
Recommendations included banning the venting of methane gas during oil extraction (as other 
provinces and states have already done), providing incentives for use of super-efficient vehicles, 
adoption of efficiency measures in the building code, and moving towards renewable energy 
and phasing out coal for electricity generation. 
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES prepares a report “Planning for the Transition in a Carbon constrained World: Lessons from the 
Literature for Saskatchewan,” to help our province transition to a low-carbon economy. The report 
is mainly focused on the impacts of moving electrical generation away from coal and towards 
renewable energy sources. There are many indications that such a transition would lead to a net 
increase in employment, provided adequate planning and resources are engaged to manage 
re-training of workers and support for communities that had been heavily dependent on the coal 
industry. Other factors that would smooth the transition are identified, and the importance of early 
planning is emphasized.

• SES asks the Saskatchewan government to review the decision to cancel funding for five 
urban parks in the province. Future funding for remaining parks, Meewasin Valley Authority and 
Wascana Centre Park, is also uncertain at this time. While recognizing the impact of the 2016 fiscal 
downturn on the provincial budget, the short-term savings these cuts bring is far outweighed by 
the significant positive environmental, social, and economic returns urban parks and conservation 
areas provide.

• SES intervenes in a Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) process considering a proposal 
for re-licensing of the McClean Lake uranium mine and mill site in Saskatchewan’s Athabasca 
region. No mining is currently taking place at the site, but the mill is very active, processing not 
only ore from the local mines but also the very rich ore from Cigar Lake. Areva, the major owner 
and operator of the project, is seeking a 12-year renewal of its licence, which, if granted, will 
enable the company to continue milling and to apply for approvals for potential new mining 
developments at the site. SES raises concerns about the release of excessive levels of selenium 
into local waterways, the contradictory and incomplete information provided about impacts on 
rare and endangered species, the risk associated with raising the level of tailings in the tailings 
management facility, and gaps in the preliminary decommissioning plan. 

• The Climate Friendly Zone campaign has more than 1,100 pledges from across Saskatchewan 
as well as a number of pledges from people living elsewhere in Canada. All have declared their 
dedication to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and to take action to reduce the harmful 
impacts of their behaviours on the environment.

• SES helps businesses increase their water efficiency by conducting water audits in four Saskatoon 
hotels to find ways the hoteliers can reduce water consumption resulting in utility savings, 
enhanced business image, community-wide benefits such as reduced energy use in water 
treatment, and deferred capital costs for municipal infrastructure. Savings that the hoteliers 
plan to act on add up to 18,000 m3/year and range from 4% to 21% of each hotel’s water 
consumption. SES works with the City of Saskatoon’s “Be Water Wise” program for this initiative.

• Carbon pricing becomes a hot topic. SES reviews and evaluates many climate change reduction 
tactics and provides presentations to schools, business groups, and the community on what 
carbon pricing is and how it might fit into an inclusive strategy to meet both provincial and 
national greenhouse gas reduction targets.
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES launches Renewable Rides - an exciting program in which SES brings 100% solar-powered 
electric vehicles to the Saskatoon CarShare Co-operative’s fleet of cars - a first of its kind in 
Canada! 

• Methane from the oil and gas sector is the largest single source of greenhouse gas emissions in the 
province, accounting for approximately 17%, or 13 million tonnes, of our total provincial emissions. 
SES provides comments on proposed federal regulations, urging the government to accelerate 
implementation and strengthen regulation by requiring quarterly inspections of equipment, 
establishing low flaring thresholds, and banning venting.

• SES continues to express concerns about the Fortune Minerals proposal to build a metals 
processing plant near Langham. The provincial government had approved the proposal, 
despite significant gaps in the Environmental Impact Study. No plan for how the plant would be 
decommissioned was presented, nor had the company presented adequate plans for long-
term monitoring of the waste storage pits. The waste residue left behind would be hazardous for 
thousands of years. SES highlights concerns about the concept, particularly with respect to the 
arsenic-bearing wastes, the risk of contamination of local water supplies, and the heavy water 
demand.

• As a result of SES’s determination to see wind power projects sited sustainably, SES meets with wind 
power companies to provide advice and guidance on suitable locations for these renewable 
energy developments.

• In addition to all the large projects SES does, such as engaging school children across the 
province to learn about and create their own projects on energy efficiency, or the major issues 
SES tackles, such as advancing renewable energy or protecting our water systems, SES is also 
called on to bring the environmental conservation and protection message to the fore by writing 
editorials for newspapers, setting up and staffing display booths at community happenings, 
responding daily to requests for information about environmental issues in our province and 
country, commenting to the media, meeting with government officials, guest speaking at 
universities, technical colleges, churches and a variety of public events, and by supporting many 
other organizations in their efforts to adopt and promote sustainability.
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BIGGEST HIGHLIGHT

WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF

OTHER COOL THINGS

• SES’s influence results in the denial of the Fortune Minerals’ proposed metal processing and 
associated toxic waste disposal facility. The intended development site was on agricultural land, 
close to residential areas, overlying the aquifer that constitutes the regional water supply. In 
spite of obvious, serious gaps in the Environmental Impact Study submitted by the proponent, 
the project had received approval from Saskatchewan’s Ministry of Environment. The rural 
municipality in which the project was to take place denies the necessary re-zoning, and the 
project does not go ahead. 

• SES’s Efficiency for Organizations program continues its work in Saskatoon and expands to 
working with organizations in Regina. Since 2001, SES has worked on 80 buildings to help non-profit 
organizations reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and save money.

• Since 2004, SES’s Building Operator Training program has held 63 training sessions in which 934 
attendees have learned about saving energy and water in their buildings in 18 communities in the 
province.

• Since its inauguration in 2013, SES’s Smarter Science, Better Buildings education program has 
taught over 3,000 Saskatchewan students about energy efficiency in buildings.

• Since 2012, the Student Action for a Sustainable Future program has involved 60 teachers, 44 
schools and approximately 1,570 students from both the Saskatoon Public School Division and 
the Greater Saskatoon Catholic School Division. Students work on projects in the areas of energy, 
water, food waste, and transportation.  

• “Prairie Resilience Is Not Enough” is SES’s analysis of the provincial government’s plans for 
greenhouse gas emission reduction in every sector of the Saskatchewan economy. SES finds that 
in all but two sectors those plans fall well short of what the province needs to do if it wants to carry 
its weight in meeting Canada’s greenhouse gas reduction pledge under the Paris Agreement. 
That pledge is for a 30% reduction below 2005 emission levels by 2030. SES outlines more than 30 
additional measures that could be taken. If the full suite of measures SES recommends were to 
be implemented, they would take the province a long way towards being fully compliant with 
Canada’s commitments under the 2015 Paris Agreement. 

• SES meets with Husky Oil representatives to review their plans for improved pipeline management 
after a rupture in one their pipelines spilled as much as 250,000 litres of crude oil and diluent 
into the North Saskatchewan River. We are pleased to see that Husky adopts many of the 
recommendations SES put forward.

• SES’s “Saskatchewan Low Carbon Stories” project highlights successful actions taken by individuals 
and groups throughout the province to reduce emissions. From the Axten Farm, by Minton close 
to the U.S. border, to the Village of Green Lake, near Meadow Lake, we find innovators in rural 
and small urban Saskatchewan who are challenging current paradigms on how to do business. 
Some deliberately set out to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, but others are motivated by 
reducing their operating costs over the long-term, improving the quality of their soil, or building 
opportunities for local economic development. 
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